
COMPARATIVE LEXICOLOGY

[By J. N. B. Hewitt]

Serial! Material

A. Seri vocabulary, McGee, W J, entered iu Powell's lutroiluctlon to the Study of

Indian Lau^nages, second edition, in November, 1894.

B. Seri vocabulary, Bartlett, J. R., printed blank (180 terms), January 1, 1852.

C. Seri vocabulary, Pinart, A. L., MS. (mpp.), April, 1879.

D. Seri vocabulary, Tenochio, D. A., copied by Pimentel, Lenguas ludigenas de
Mexico, t. II, Mexico, 1875.

Tuman Material

I. Cochimi vocabulary, Gabb, W. M., printed blank (211 terms), April, 1867.

II. Cochimi vocabulary, Bartlett, J. R., printed blank (200 terms), English and
Spanish, subsequent to June, 1852.

III. Cochimi terms in Clavijero, F. J., Historia de la Antigua 6 Baja California, 1852.

IV. Cochimi vocabulary and texts in Buschmaun, J. C. E., Die Sj>uren der Aztek-

is<'hen Spraclie, Berlin, 1859.

1. Avesupai vocabulary, Stevenson, JIrs T. E., MS., Oct., 1885.

2. Tonto vocabulary, White, J. B., and Loew, Oscar, MS., 1873-1875.

3. Cocopa vocabulary, Heintzelman, S. P., and Peabody, E. T., printed blank (180

terms).

4. Maricopa vocabulary, Bartlett, J. R., printe<l blank (180 terms).

5. Maricopa vocabulary. Ten Kate, Dr Herman, M.S., May, 1888.

6. Jlohave vocabulary, Loew, Oscar, printed in Report on United States Geological

Surveys westof tlie One-Hundredth Meridian, Lieut. G. M. Wheeler in charge,

vol. VII.

7. Mohave vocabulary, Mowry, Sylvester, and Gibbs, Geo., printed blaulc (180

terms), 1863.

8. Hummoekhave vocabulary, Heintzelman, S. 1'., printed blank (180 terms).

9. Mohave vocabulary, Corbusier, W. H., entered in Powell's Introduction, second
edition, in 1885.

10. Hualapai vocabulary, Loew, Oscar, in Report on United States Geological

Surveys west of the One-Hundredth Meridian, Lieut. G. M. Wheeler iu charge,

vol. VII.

11. Hualapai vocabulary, Renshawe, J. H., and Gilbert, G. K., entered in Powell's

Introduction, first edition, 2 copies, in 1878.

12. Kutchan vocabulary, Whipple, iu Schoolcraft, Historical and Statistical

Inlbrmatiou Resiiecting the History, Condition, and Prospects of the Indians

of the United States, pt. II, 118-121.

13. Kutchan vocabulary, Gabb, W. M., printed l)Iank (211 terms), 1867.

14. Diegueno vocabulary, Loew, Oscar, iu Report on United States Geological

Surveys west of the One-Hundredth Meridian, Lieut. G. M. Wheeler iu charge,

vol. VII.

15. Diegueno vocabulary, Bartlett, J. R., printed blank (180 terms).

16. Diegueno vocalmlary, Mowry, Sylvester, printed blank (180 terms), 1856.

17. H'taiim vocabulary, Gabb, W. M., printed blank (211 terms), 1867.
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18. Yavapai vocabulary, Corbusier, W. H., entered in Powell's Introduction, first

edition, in 1873-1875.

in. Yavapai vocabulary, Gatsobet, A. S., M.S., 1883.

20. M'luat vocabulary, Helmsiug, .1. .S., printed blank (211 term.s), 1876.

21. Sauta Cataliua vocabulary, Heusbaw, H. W., entered in Powell's lutroduetion,
second edition, in 1884.

22. Tnlkepaya vocabulary, Ten Kate, Herman, iu Gatscbet, Der Yuma-Sprach-
stamiu, Zeitschrift fiir EtUnologie, Baud x\iii, 188G.

23. Kiliwee vocabulary, Gabl), W. M., printed blank (211 terms), 1867.

24. Diegueno vocabulary, Bartlett, J. R. (Los Angeles), printed blank (180 terms).
24a. Diegueno vocabulary, Heusbaw, H. W., entered iu Powell's Introduction,

second edition, in 1884.

25. Santa Isabella vocabulary,

26. Hawi Rancberia vocabulary,
J

27. Mesa Grande vocabulary,

General Discrssiox

The members of a group of languages called Yumau are Sjioken in a region com-
prising a part of the peninsula of Lower California, the southern extreme of Cali-

fornia, and the western portion of Arizona. In this group of languages ethnologists

have hitherto included that spoken by the Seri Indians and their congeners. Hut
the inclusion of this language rests ai)parently upon evidence drawn from data
insufficient iu extent and largely imperfect and doubtful in character. In the fol-

lowing pages tliis evidence is examined, and the conclusion is reached that it does
not warrant the inclusion of the Seri tongue in the Yuman group. The same is true
with regard to the Waikuri (Guaiouri) language, which has been erroneously, it

would seem. Included in the Yumau stock ; for, judging from present available data,

it should remain independent until further research shall decide whether it con-

stitutes a stock in itself or belongs to some other stock.

Moreover, it appears that the principle has been disregarded wliicb recjuires tliat,

in making lexic comiiarisonsto determine the fact and degree of relationship between
one language and another, those vocalilcs having admittedly a common linguistic

tradition be carefully and systematically studied before they are juxtaposed to tho.se

other terms whose kinship with them is still matter for ascertainment. So com-
parative lists have been jirepared iu accordance with this principle.

Now, one of the most important things revealed by the study of language is tliat

the course of anthropic linguistic development has been from the use of polysematic
demonstratives, or what are called pronominative elements by Professor JIcGee,
toward the evolution and differentiation of parts of speech. These vocables, which
occur in all languages, are of jirime im))ortance in linguistic research because they
are chiefly ve.stigial in character. Presumptively embodying the indetinite thought-
clusters of the anthro])oid stage in glottic evolution, they project into the speech of
the present (the anthropic stage) an outline or epitome of that earlier pronomina-
tive plane of thought and speech development. Tl;ese pronominative elements rep-

resent a complex of ideas, comprising person, place, direction, number, time, mode,
gender, sex, and case (or relation). In the Iroquoian tongue the pnmominative
preBx )•«-, "he ", signifies " one person of the anthropic gender, male sex, singular
number, nominative case, tliere, now''. Professor McGee in The "Peginninns of
Mathematics," speaking of the paramount egoistic basis of the thought of primitive
men, well says: "They act and think in terms of a domin.int personality, always
reducible to the Ego, and an Ego drawn so large as to stand for person, place,

time, mode of action, and perhaps for raison d'etre—it is Self, Here, Now, Thus,
and Because."

Now, there are in nature actions, bodies, ])ropertie8, and (lualitiesreciuiring definite

expression to give clearness and concision to speecli, and this need gradually led to
the development and use of conceptual exi)ression3 resulting in gradual restriction
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of the multiplication of, and diminution in the number of, pronominative elements.

Speech became specific rather than raonophrastic and indefinite, and sought to

express individual concepts by terms of definite meaning rather than by phrases

involving a plurality of concepts and indefiniteness. The mouophrasm or pronomi-
inative element expressive of several individual ideas is resolved not by a division

of the body of the element, but rather by the addition of elements denotive (though
primarily connotivo) of action, which had been previously wholly or in part symbol-

ized by the pronominative element, or in part inferred from the situation.

Thus it maybe seen that these jironominative elements, miscalled pronouns, are

not substitutes for nouns, but that the converse statement is the truer one. These
elements have been classed together as forming a part of speech in the same cat-

egory with the noun and the verb; but it has been seen that the pronominative
is not at all a part of speech, involving sematically within itself the distinct con-

cepts of several so-called parts of speech. To make this plain, take from the highly

differentiated English tongue the following sentences: "/ will give you to 7i<t.

What can it bef The elk is one of the most timid animals that walk." In the first,

I, ijoii, and her respectively show the relation of the three persons indicated, not

only to the act of giving but also to the act of speaking, a iunction that does not

belong to nouns; without change of form they exjiress what is called person, num-
ber, case, and sex. And it would be extremely difficult, if not absolutely impossible,

to supply the nouns for which what in the second and lliat in the third are substi-

tutes; for in the last, not even a noun and a conjunction will answer. Such in part

are the concejits for which the pronominative elements stand and which give them
such great vitality.

Along with these pronominative elements go the numerals, which were primarily

the products of a process of cancellation of common factors from original exi)ressions

connoting the required number ; and so when once the abbreviated expressions became
usual there was no disposition to displace them, .and increasing use making them more
definite, rendered them more and more permanent. This in brief is the chief cause of

the obstinate persistency of numerals in all known languages. An examination of

the accompanying lists of number-names will greatly aid in understamling what is

meant. The late Professor Whitney, when discussing these elements in the Aryan
or Indo-European family, uses the following instructive language:
"When, however, we seek for words which are clearly and palpably identical in

all or nearly all the branches of the family, we have to resort to certain special

classes, as the numerals and the pronouns. The reason of this it is not difticult to

point out. For a large jiortion of the objects, acts, and states, of the names for

which our languages are composed, it is comparatively easy to find new designa-

tions. They offer numerous salient points for the names-giving faculty to seize

upon; the characteristic qualities, the analogies with other things, which suggest

and call forth synonymous or nearly synonymous titles, are many. * * » But
for the numerals and the pronouns our languages have never shown any disposition

to create a synonymy. It was, as we may truly say, no easy task for the linguistic

faculty to arrive at a suitable sign for the ideas they convey; and when the sign

was once found, it maintained itself thenceforth in use everywhere, without danger

of replacement by any other of later coinage. Hence, all the Indo-European

nations, however widely they may be separated and however discordant in manners

and civilization, count with the same words and use the same personal pronouns in

Individual address—the same, with the exception, of course, of the changes which
phonetic corruption has wrought upon their forms." '

And it is on account of the great vitality and persistency of these two groups of

vocables that the pronominative elements and the numerals have been given first

place in the comparison between the Seri and the Yuman tongues to determine

relationship or want of relationship between the two languages.

' Language and the Study of Language, New York, 1874, pp. 194-195.
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OoMPAKATivK Lists of Serian and Yumax Pronouns

In the pronominal lists the eight pronominatives I, we, thou, ye, he, they, that,

and this are compared. The comparison reveals no satisfactory evidence of rela-

tionship between the two tongues represented therein. In the list headed '"Thou",

there is, it is true, a vague reseml)laiice between some of the examples cited; but
this is the extent of the agreement among the iironominative elements.

Along with these pronominal lists comparative tables of tifty conceptual terms
have also been made. The vocables have been subjected to a discriminating anal-

ysis which fails to show any trustworthy evidence of genetic relationship between
the Seri and the Yunian languages. These tables will be found at the end of the

numeral lists.

The comparative i)ron(uniual lists follow:

We Thou Ye

B.
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5.
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

30.

40.

50.

60.

70.

80.

90.

100.

200.

300.

400.

500.

600.

700.

1000.

fmtykO'k
unt^kopkii
untfksO'k
unt9k6itura

untfesnupku'schOp
lintftungu'kwu'k
u'ntfkiischohotkum
untfkseguut
unttgrmt'

vmz-u'ntt-ko'k
finz-unti; -ko jika

fuiz-unte-k uksclio'k

fiiiz-fintf-k(jitiim

iinz-uiit(:-fisnupku'scIios

fmz-untf-difiukwufik
unz-untc kil'nz

tanchlhuavat'hom
tanchlischnapk'schoch
tancliltumkacb(|hue
tanchlphraqhue
t.auchlsovihantlqliue

kaiilx'kookx' eauslkocli tauljaukl
eans'lkapka
eans'lscoch

eauslkovat'hom
eausly'schnapk'scboeli

eansltumkaehqbiie
eauslhscboholcbkom
eanslsovikaut'l

biantlkantl taiil taiil

Vocabulary List.s oi' Yiiman Numerals

Kiliwee (23)
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8. li a m i a k - 8.

eleepai

9. iir8igU-tkmat9.

111. (.-hepam-me-

aig 10.

11. misigk-mal-
ha.

r2. liooak-mal-
" ha

20. c h e p a m -

hooak
30. c h e p a m -

hoomiak
40. c h e p a m -

misuok
50. iiicsig i|uin-

nuedit-sol-

chepam
60. chepamme-

sig q u i n -

queditme-
Bigelepaip

70. chepam me-
sig q u i 11 -

(( u e d i t

hooak-eli-

paip, etc.

iiyaki-vam-

ivapai

q 11 a c b era-

vampai
11 y a V a n i

-

c h a q u i
;

" no con-

tamo.s mas
adelante."

10. naganna - inim-

bal - demuejeg
="all the fin-

gers "

15. naganna- in ini-

bal-demiiejeg

aga 11 n a p a^
" all fingers,

foot"
20. naganna agan-

napa-ininibal-

demuej eg^
fingers, toes,

all"

Mohave (6)

1. aseeutik

2. havik
3. hamok
i. tchungbahk
5. harabk
6. siyinta

7. viiga

8. muuga
9. paaya

10. araabii

11. asoentik nitauk
12. havik nitauk
20. ara-bavik- taka-

viits havik
30. anibavik-tak a-

vut8-ham6k
40.

.50.

Hitalapiii flO) Totito or Gohuii (2) Dieriueiio (14)

sitik

hovak
hamok
hobri

hat^buk
tasbek
hoageshbek
hamiigeshbek
balatliuig

vuanik
sitigialaga

liovakti.llik

vavahovak

vavabamok

sisi, shiti

uake
moke
hoba
satab^
geshb^
hoageshbe
mogi'shbe

halseye
nave
uave-shiti

uave-uake
uake-uave

moke-uavo

hoba-uave
satabe-uave

kbink
uak
hamok
tchibabk
selkhakai
uiugushbai
niokhoak
iiiokhamnk
nitcbibab
selghiamat

niekhin
niekhvabgushbaib
selghhodk

he has. Tliey do not possess anything that is worth counting, and hence their inditference. It is all

the same to them whether tlie year has six or twelve months, and tlie month three or thirty days, for

every day is a holiday with them. They care not whether they have one or two or twelve cliildreu,

or none at all, since twelve cause them no more expense or trouble than one, and the inheritance is not
lessened by a plurality of heirs. Any number beyond six they express in their language by much,
leaving it to their confessor to raalie out wlietlier that numljer amounts to seven, seventy, or seven
hundred."—Jacob Baegert, in Smithsonian Iteport, 1864, p. 388.

17 ETH 20
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Co.MPAHATivK, Lists of Seiuax ax!) Yu.max Nimerals

Serian

A. tiV^un, stem to'x-

B. tohoiu, stem toll-, or tox-

jtok^'om, stem tokx-
' Uasbsho, stem tash-

taso, stem tas-
1).

Itiijon, stem tux-, "first"

Tiiman

I.
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Bartlett(II) introduces another term which appears to hekiu totheLayuiou (III, IV).
The remainder of this list presents modilied forms of a single vocable, which appears
to have been a demonstrative. Compare these with Mohave asf'nUnte, "an other",
and 8h)ia, "the other one"; also with the Yavapai ai'tcnii, "an other'', and with
rft8/«'-6Ua, ''other, the other one''.

T«0

Serian

A. gha'kum, (jlui'k-

B. kahom, lah- or liax-

r, (kax'kum, /i'a;i;fc-

Ikook^', Icookx'

jjjkokjl, kvkx-

Lknjom, kux-

Ymnan

II.
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form, are of no avail to prove relationship. The availaWe material pertaining to
this sroup supplies but scant data for ascertaining the derivation of the Yuman
digit. But, in addition to the connection of the Laymou yowac, with kawum, "the
other", it may be that it is permissible to compare here owe! (2), "that" in Tonto,
the Mohave /iiira'-H I/O (6), "he, that", the Hummockhave hoiva-itmeeme (8), "he", and
hoivai («), " that ", the Mohave kuva-tce(9), "he", the Kutchan habii-ilsk (12), "he",
the Kiliwi liapa (23), "he", and other terms, which suggest its origin. From the
foregoing explanations, there appears to be no lexic relationship between the Serian
and the Yuman digits denoting " two ".

Serian

A. phaum,^/i((-

B. phraom, phra- or^)/i^o-

^, I P'^r'ao, 2>'xa-
' lkai)x'a, kapx-

D. kupjtku, kupx-

Yuman

rv.
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either side of tlie liaiul. Tlie form kapx'a (C) of M riiiiirt api);irently retains almost
uuclianged its primitive phonetic outline.

The Yuman list of the dialectic forms of the digit "three" is full and is evi-

dently composed of derivatives from a single source. This parent stem seisms to

be the attributive hami, "tall, long'', of the Mohave vocabulary. The form hamiak
signifies "it is long, tall", and is an appropriate name for the middle finger of the
hand. TheKiliwee liamiak, "three", still preserves unchanged the jihonetic integrity

of its component elements. These etymologies fail to develop any lexic relationship

between the Seriau and the Yuman terms.

Serian

A. sii'hkum, stVhl-

B. scochhom, scochh-

p Jshox'kum, shox'-

lk8Uj;'kua, ksuxk-

y. Jkosojkl, kosoxk-

Ikosojhl, kosoxh-

Yiiman

8. ehaimpap'k
12. chapop
24. chepap
7. choompapa

13. ch'pap

17. ch'poji

4. chumpiip
15. chumiiiTp

16. chupop
20. chunmpiip
3. s'pap

5. styumiJiip

26. tcapap
14. tchibabk
6. tchuugbabk
9. tcimp;ipa
2. hoba

10. hob;i

n. hoopba
1. h<5p.a

18. hopil

19. h6pa
21. hopii

22. hupa
I. ichkyum-kooak, (^i^'kium-kuak)

11. maga-cubugua
III. maga-cubugua
23. mnok(?), "(fingers) closed, lying

together"
IV. nauwi (Laymon)

The Serian examples of the digit "four" are evidently mere variants of a common
original, the derivation and signification of which the meager linguistic material at

hand seems not to supply. In no manner do these forms accord with those of the

Yuman list below, thus barring any inference of relatioushiii.

The Yuman list presents apparently only three different terms for the digit

"four". Without the means of obtaining even a partially accurate view of the his-

torical development of such a form as the Mohave chaimimp'le (8), it is nevertheless

instructive to compare it with the Cochimi tc/iA-^iiHi-Aooafc (I), the literal meaning
of which is "two repeated". This apparently gives a clew to both the derivation

and signification of the Mohave term. The initial chaim- is seemingly a modified form

of the prefix ichkijum-, signifying "repeated, again, iterated''. If this identifica-

tion be correct, as it certainly seems to be, then the final -^>aji'k is the duplicated
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form of the miineral "tvo'', the variants of the stem of -^vhich are as follows: liiib-,

hob-, hav-, and hob-. This chaim- changes to cha-, die-, choom-, dm-, diuum-, atijiim-,

tcim-, tdil-, di'-, s'-, and tdiung-, while pap'k appears as pop, pap, and papa. The next
stem is that of the Tonto hnha (2), which is apparently cognate with the verb lioham,

"to set, lie down", like the sun and moon, referring to the fact that when the fingers

are "all lying down" the count is "four". The following six terms are apparently
cognate with this Tonto form. The Cochimi (I) has already been mentioned. Its final

Icooak is the numeral "two", and the prefix, as explained above, signifies "repeated,
again, iterated". The next two forms (11) and (III) are apparently composed of the
iterative, or rather adi'itive, prefix maya-, "added, over", and a form of the Cochimi
nvxmeral "two", ijoguh. The Kiliwi nmol; signifies "lying together, closed", as the
fingers, thus .approximating in sense the Tonto ln'iha, above.

Sertam

A. kwaetum, kwue-t(nn

r>. hnavat'hom, kova-t'hom

)kuaotoni, liiao-tom
'

I koo^tom, koox-tom

D. kouton, koii-ton

Tiiman

8. hairrap'k

6. harabk
22. herape
18. herii'pi

in. hatabiik

11. hiitapa

2. satabd

IV. hwipey (Laymoii)
11. raugHacogiii

III. naganna tejueg ignimel =- "one
whole hand "

IV. naganna tejnep -= "one hand"
I. nyakivampai
9. tarliiipa

7. tharrapa
i. sar;ip

.5. sarap
13. sarap

15. sarap

17. sarap
24. sarap
20. saarap
16. sarrap

It. selkhakai
12. scrap

21. ser.'ipa

19. sarapi

23. sol-chepam
3. s'rap

The several forms of the Serian numeral "five" appear to bo derivatives from a
common original. There seems to be no doubt that it is a compound expression,

meaning "one full, complete (hand)". The final -turn, -t'liom, -torn, and -ton are evi-

dently forms of <o'';i;«»i, tohoni, tokxom, meaning "one",while the initial kwue-,liuava-,

(kora- in "fifty"), koox-, and kou- are apparently derived from the term kor', occur-

ring in ishshax' kov', "full, complete moon".
In the Yuman list, however, there are several different stems employed to desig-

nate the digit "five". The foruis sarap, sertip, harabk, and hairraji'k are clearly

variants of a single original. Its literal signification, however, is not so evident,

but from the data at hand the inference is warranted that it signifies "entire,

whole, complete". In the Mohave of Dr Corbusier hl-aal koiuT-dpa signifies "the
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whole hand", and. "fingers'', ko^aTdpa being also written lolJiai-dpa. Xow. lii-nal

means "his hand ", and kotjafupa or koihafdpa would soon lose its initial Ico-, from the
wear to which it is subjected. In hatdhiik, ki'itdpa, and satabti a new stem is to be
recognized; it signifies "to grasji ", or rather "grasps", and is found in auiiica

sataba, "fire-tongs", in which aauu-a, means "fire" and satabu "to hold, take hold".
The reference here is to the clasped hand as signifying the digit "five'', because in

counting the fingers are bent down upou the palm of the hand, the result being a
closed or clasped hand. Now, in aelJch-ulal and sol-vhepam, a form of the usual siil,

"hand", occurs, and -akai and -cliepam. liave presumptively a signification sematically
equivalent to liorafapa and salaba in the preceding Yuman examples, but the mcager-
ness of the material at hand prevents tlie sotting forth of the data necessary to jirove

this conjecture; yet it may be stated that if the term 'hand" is a constituent ele-

ment of the uamo for the digit " five", it is because of the fact that the fingers and
the thumb thereof are in number "five", so that "the entire hand, the whole hand,
the complete hand", may become the name for the digit "five"'. Hence, when the
word hand is an element of the name thereof, as it is in the present instance, it is

presumptively certain that some word like "entire, complete, whole, clasped, bent
down ", must form the other element of the compound. The Cochimi ( II) mutjuacogiii

is seemingly a combination o( mugua for the cognate knmui/a, "three", and fiogiii for

gogiiu, "two". And the Cochimi (I) ni/aJcirampai is a compound of gi-nyalc, "hand''
[inUnijak, foot], and some element denoting the completion of the count of the digits

of one hand, -\-vampai or vampai. The Cochimi (III) and (IX) are self-explanatory,

naganna, signifying "hand", while Laymiin (IV) is not explaiuable from the acces-

sible data. These analyses fail to show genetic relatiousbip between the two lists, ic

so far as the digit "five" is concerned.

.SIX

Serian

A. nahpsuk
B. napk'schoch

inapsho,);'
' limapkasho

D. snajikashroj
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The giveu forms of the Serian digit "six" areevideutly mere variauls of a common
original, which seems quite naturally to have been composed of the stem -apka of the

numeral "three", and of lioth a preiis and a suffix. The jjrefixes, for there are two,

are, to judge from the one in imaj'^asho, demonstrative in character. It may he
compared with ini- in imfc', "he"; imfce, "that"; imkove, "they"; iinfci, "that", in which
it appears to be a directive prefix. And the initial ji- and sn- may be cognate in

origin. But the final -snl;, -'schoch, -shox', -sho, and -shroj, according to the audition

or otosis of the collector, must mean " repeated, doubled, again", etc, or an equiva-

lent. Hence, the Seri number "six" would be literally "three repeated".

In the Yuman column at least eight dift'erent elements are involved in the forma-

tion of the digit "six" in the several dialects of the grouj). The digits "two" and
"tliree" compose the larger portion of the forms, resulting in such outlines as

hamhoke, hootnahooh, hiimhoke, liiimliuiiiie, xe»ix«7.-, kiimhok. Hamol; (10), "three", is a

characteristic form of this digit, and hooak (23), liabick (4), and hiidka (19), oak (14),

uake (2), are characteristic outlines of the digit "two". Compare these two lists.

The final -k of the numeral " three " is elided in comjiosition, as it is merely a predi-

cative element, as has been indicated in discussing the Yuman digit " three " ; hence,

ham- or hum-, symbolizing "three", with the suffixion of such forms as hooak, hudka,

or Hate, "two", readily becomes hiimhoke or hamhoke, literally "two threes". In
such forms as gtahhe (2), despe (18), and iiiuguahbai (14) there occurs a common ele-

ment -shbe, -spe, or -shbai, which evidently signifies "added, over, plus", just as

-elceijai does in m'sig-eleepai (23), "six", literally "one added, one more than". The
ge- or -g- in (2) is evidently the final // of the Kiliwi form of the numeral one, mesig,

m'sig, which may have at one time been the digit "one" in the Tonto (2); so that

geslibc or g-eshbe stands for an earlier mrsig-esUbe, "six", literally "one added (to

five)". The term de-sjyt' is evidently a contracted form of siiiita-spc, "one added", as

the other similar forms show. Compare ta-she-k (10) and siinia (9) and siginta (G), in

the last two of which the suflix is wanting or at least overlooked by the collector.

In ichkgum-kabiak (I) the digit kabiak, "three", occurs, so that ichkgum must mean
"repeated, again, iterated", just as it was shown in the remarks on the digit four.

Now, the form maike-sin-keiiaich is, perhaps, an ordinal and not a cardinal. The
initial maike- signifies "more, over, added, plus", the final -kenaich is the doubtful

part, and the middle portion -sin- is a contracted form of sinta, sihita, "one", as

may be seen in the list of the Y'nmau forms of the digit "one". One other form
remains to be considered. The Diegueno (14) of Dr Loew has niu-nii-shbai (the

syllabication is the writer's, showing the elements of the combination). An exam-
ination of the digits "seven", "eight", and " nine" reveals the fact that the initial

niii- has the value of "added, over, plus, in addition to", five. But it has been seen

that the ending -shbai has a like signification. The only reasonable explanation of

this anomaly is that like the Tonto (2) g-eshbe, it owes its origin to the term repre-

sented by the Kiliwi mesig: and, moreover, it seems to be a dialectic loan-word. If

the term geshbe (2) was adoptecf as meaning six, supplanting, it may be, an earlier

form like hamhoke, the force of analogy, to assimilate this to the other forms, namely,
of "seven", "eight", and "nine", would aflix the regular dialectic prefix nin- (or

nio-). These explanations and analyses of the diverse forms of the numeral "six"
reveal no relationship between the Serian and the Yuman groups.

Serian

A. kahkwuu
B. kachcjhue
pjkaA-k^uc
Uomkaxkue

D. tomkujkcui

Ttiman

22. hawake-zpi>
18. hcwakc-sp(^
10. hoage-shbe-k
2. hoage-shbe

19. huakc-shpi'

j^lhwag-spi-
I hwagn-spi"
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1. waka-spe
23. hooak-eleepai

8. maik-kewikenaieh
14. iiio-khoak

20. paajkfk
13. pahkae
17. pahkai
5. pa^ky&k

21. pakal
24. pakai
3. pakha

16. parkai
4. jiatchkieque

12. pathcavfi

I. cliaquera-vampai

7. bee-eeka

0. vika
6. viiga

It is evideut that the forms of the Seriau digit "seven" are variants from a lom-

mon source, and it is equally apparent that the numeral "two" is the basis for the

term. The several examples of this numeral are y/ut'Amm, Icahom, kax'lcum, kookx', in

which the final -urn or -om appears to be a suffix ; in the term for "twenty " Professor

McGee writes i)nti;k('i'k, in which the final -kfi'k is the term denoting "two", and in

which the final -urn or -om is wanting, which probably indicates that it is a Ilex-

ion. Now, it is seen that this numeral "seven" terminates in the syllable -wrul,

-lie, and -»i, in direct contrast with the termination of the digit "two". The mate-

rial at hand is too limited to determine whether this tinal syllable should be -wni'i,

-we, -III, or -kwilil, -kue, -kiii. It apparently signifies "added, over, plus", or some
equivalent term. To attain economy of utterance the term denoting "five" was
omitted from the original statement, "two added to five", as the expression of the

number seven, and so " two added" became the name of the number "seven". An
initial ium, turn, iiiti, or ciiiii\ occurs in the names for 7, 17, 70, and 700. An evident

derivative from the name for " hand", it denotes " five". It is a cognate of I'nit in

kaokhunt, "nine", literally "four-five", and also with ianclil in Mr Bartlett's num-
bers 12-19; the co.rrect form for "seven", it would seem, should have been taii'l

kaxkiie, etc, "five-two-added-on"; its initial ( is identical with the t in t-aiil (i-anl 1),

"ten". The difl'erence in the endings of this prefix—the dift'erence between an m
and an «—may easily be explained. In the several vocabularies it is seen that one

collector fancied he heard an wt sound, while another, equally careful, heard au n

sound. The fact appears to be that it is an obscure nasal sound, which may readily

be taken either for an m sound or an n sound by the heteroglot. In Bartlett's list of

numerals ian-taso-que signifies "eleven", wherein ttisu- is the numeral "one", as

given by both M Pinart and 8r Teuochio, Inn- the prefix under discussion, and -(/iiethe

suffix mentioned above, which was regarded as signifying " added, more, plus".

The first eight terms of the Yumau list are clearly modified forms of a single orig-

inal combination, which is apjiareutly still retained nearly unchanged in the Yava-
pai (18) of Corbusier, livivake-spe'. The signification and function of the final -sj)^

have been discussed in the remarks on the probable derivations and meanings of the

Yuman names for "six". The given conceptual element is evidently the term lieivake-,

"two". And -ap^, as has been ascertained, signifying "added, more, plus", etc,

the expression literally nie.ms "two added", i. e., to five, which is here understood,

but unnecessary, since "two added" has acquired the meaning "seven", originally

expressed by the entire proposition. The Kiliwee (23) term hooak-elecpai, "seven",

has literally the same meaning as the terms last under discussion. It will be seen

that the conceptual element is the term hooak, "two", which is only another form
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of hi-ivakc, treated abovn. Now, it is mathematically certain that if "two'' lie au

element of the concept "seven", it must be added to some iirecedinf; number that

will produce the result sought, and this number is of course five. So it is presuuip-

tively certain that the clement -eliiejxii must mean "added, laid onto, superadded,

subjoined". The Humraockhave (8) maik-kewik-enaich is composed of the conceiitual

element kennk, "two", the prefix maik- meaning "more, over", and the suffix -enaich

(or -kenmeh), which seems to be an ordinal or distributive flexion. So that "two
over, added", is here likewi.se the expression for the numeral "seven". The next

form, the Diegueuo (11) of Dr Loew is another example of the use of the numeral
"two" with difl'ereut flexions, to express the numl)i'r "Seven". An examination

of this Diegueno list of nuuierals shows that in such a form as nio-khoak, "seven",

the initial nio- is a prefix signifying "added, in addition to", etc, while the kJiouk is

a form of the numeral "two''. The next ten forms, while apparently derivative

from a common source, are difficult of exjilanation from the material at hand. The
same may be said of the last four, three of which are evidently cognate and are very

probably shortened forms of the original represented by the first group in the list.

Take, for example, a form like (22) 7iaiDnAe-.rj)<', and drop the final -^j)t', as is done in

some of the terms in the "eight" list, and also the initial ha-, and the result is a

form fcake, which in the dialects (6) and (9) would become vHga, vika, which is the form
of the digit "two" in these Jialects. The form (7) hee-eeka is also merely the digit

"two" of this dialect without any index to show that it is not "two" rather than

"seven ". The same thing is to be noticed in the .Serian lists, in which the form for

thirteen is in all respects the same as that fur the numeral "eighteen", both aiijiar-

ently meaning merely "three added' .
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The Sedan numeral ''eight" is expressed by t\vo diftereut terms. The first is

based ou the numeral three, and the second on the digit four. The former is the

remaining factor of au original expression which signified by uttered elements
"three added to five (== the full baud) ", but the need for economy of expression led

to the suppression of the uttered element denoting "five", as soon as the shorter

"three added" acquired the usual signiflca.tion of "eight". The basis of the digit

is ku'pka or kapx'a, "three", with the suffix -kwitn {-kxiie, -que), jiresumably denoting
"added, plus". This reiiresents the usual method of forming this digit. The second
term, ksliox'ifku, is that which is presumably based ou the numeral "four". This
is the form given by M Pinart. But Sr Pimentel, citing Sr Teuochio, writes
this osrojonkum, which at first sight appears to be quite different from the other;

yet the r of the latter evidently stands for a modified x ^^<^ the j for a Xt -iDfl

making these substitutions the term becomes osx'oxoskum, which is approximately
the form in which Professor McGee and Mr Bartlett wrote this digit in the numeral
"eighty". Now, it is self-evident that if the element "four" constitute a factor in

the conibinatiou denoting " eight", it must be added to itself by addition or multi-
plication, and the result will be the same in either event. The final -olkn ajipears

also as -oiki'im, -olchkom, and -oskum in these Serian vocabularies, either in the
numeral "four" or its multiples. Tlie origin and signification of this ending are
not clear; but taking into consideration the great variations in tlie spelling of its

recorded forms, especially in so far as the consonant sound preceding the A-sound is

concerned, it may not be presumptive to adopt the s-sound (though s,y' may be
more correct) as that wliich represents approximately .at least the true sound, for it

varies from I, t, Icli, to s. And it has been seen that the final -urn is a flexion deuotive
of serial or consecutive counting and so not a part of the stem. Then it is seen that
-sk- (the last two hyphens representing uncertain vowels) is the termination requir-
ing explanation. Now, it is probable that this termination is identical iu meaning
and origin with the -siik, -shox, -alio, -srlioch, and -shroj (= -shx'ox) terminating the
forms of the digit "six". If this identification be correct (and there is no present
reason to doubt it), it signifies "repeated, again, duplicated", as was suspected
and stated in the discu.ssion of the forms of the numeral "six". So granting this

derivation to be correct, kshoxolka, then, signifies " four repeated ", which of course
denotes "eight".

In the Yuman list, the first eleven forms are evidently composed of the numeral
"three" and a suffix signifying "added, plus, more than", but the last three of the
group want this suffix, a fact due perhaps to the fault of the collector rather than
to linguistic development. The terminations -eleepai and -shbe-k and its variants
have already been explained when treating of the numeral "' seven ". And the twelve
forms beginning with chip-Iioke (16) are variants from a common original composed
of the numerals " two" and "fonr". It will be readily seen that chip- in such aform
as chip-hoke is a contraction of a form such as tchibabk (14), "four", cliepap (24),

"four", as may be seen in the Yuman list of terms for the digit "four". Now, the
next portion of the term is -hoke, which is but a slightly disguised numeral "two",
as maybe seeu by reference to the schedules of the numeral "two". Compare hooak

(23), hudka (19), uake (2), and/iriiYi'/ii (18), all signifying "two". Now, the uext term,
maike-homvk-enaich (8), is a combination of maike, "above, over, more than", liomok,

"three", and the ending -enaich (or -kanaich), which may be either au ordinal or a
distributive llexion. The form nio-khamuk (14) is a combination of the prefix nio-,

signifying "added, above, or more th.an", and the conceptual term khannik, "three",
the expression signifying "three over, or added to". The next two examples are
evidently irregular, if not spurious. The form pakaikhin-atvach is composed of jyakai,

"seven", khin-, "one", and the suffix -uwacli, "added to". Now, the last, the
Cochimi nt/aki-vamivapai, appears to be erroneous. It contains the term mjaki for

ginyaki, "hand", but the remainder of the expression is composed of elements that
are not comparable to anything in the meager material at present accessible. The
Serian and the Yuman terms herein show no relationship.
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Serian

A. ksi^kliunt, kiidkh-unt

B. SDhuntl, soh-dnil

Iso^anthe, sox-(iii<he

'Iksovikaiil^'

D. kaobbejoaul {j^X)

y11 matt

On.
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ble from the data to be nlitained from the meager material at present accessil)le.

The last form is doubtful. These analyses show no relationship lietween the Serian
and the '^'umau terms.

Serian

A. khohnut', khuh-nid'

B. honachtl, ho-nachtl

l^onal^', xo-«alx'

^•lkanl,r . ka->ilx'

D. taiil (tanl?)

T"ki«(i«

6.
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The next nine forms are so contracted, irregular, and, perhaps, iniswritteu that an

analysis of them is a matter of doubt and difficulty, but the following ten terms are

cognate and siguify "two fives (hands)", or, denotively, "ten". In the comparative

list of nanus for the "arm, hand, finger'', etc., shah, shawas, shawarrn, and eesarh/a

are a few of the many variants of siil, " arm, hand, finger", etc. So, in such a form

as sahhoke (o) the sah is the name for " hand" and hoke is the n-nmeral "two", the

combination signifying "two lives, hands", or "ten". The other nine terms are but

variants of the original of this compound. In selgh-iamdt (14), sclgh for ixa!gh is the

element denoting "hand'', or "five", while iamat means "added to, upon, nvi-r",

there being the subaudition of the element denoting "five". Hence the original

combination meant "five added to five", or "ten". This is a strict aiiplication of

the qninary system.

The Kiliwee term cliepam-mesig (23) signifies literally "one cheiyam". If refer-

ence be made to the " five '' list, it will be seen that there sol-chepam signifies " five",

or, to be exact, is the translation of the term " five". Now, the element sol- of this

compound is a variant of esal, "hand", while chepam, judging from analogy, must
signify " the whole, entire, the complete'', collectively " all". Moreover, the Kiliwee

terms for " fingers (dedos)" and " toes (dedos del pi(?)" are salchepa and emechepah,

respectively, wherein the element chepah is added toeaa!, "hand", and to erne, "leg".

Hence it may be inferred that clie2)am-inexifi signifies " one complete count of all the

fingers", and so "ten". The next is Cochimi, in which ttagnntia means "hand'',

and the last term (1) appears to be miswritten. It will be seen from these partial

analyses of the names for the digit " ten " that there is no linguistic relationship

between the Serian and the Yuman terms.

Serian Ytnnan

A.

B.

C.

1).

tan-tasd-qne

6.
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In the Ynmau list the first fourteen examples of the numeral "eleven" have some
form of the digit asi'eiitik (situ, siti, shti, shiti), "one", as the dominant element in the

expression, while the elements denoting "added to, more than, plus", are severally

as follows: in the first -iiitaiil,', in four others a variant of -giala, in five others the

prefix magn- (nmaiga, emmid, mae) ; while in some such a tlexiou Is entirely wanting,

probably, at least in a majority of the forms, because of misapprehension on the part

of the several collectors rather than the abrasion of use. But in mesiijl-mahla (23)

mesigk denotes "one", and maiha "plus, added to ". In the form vie-lltin (14), khin

signifies "one", and the prefix «ie-, "plus, added". It will be noticed that the

flexion maga {umaiga. mac, emmid) is a prefix to the element "one", and so when
shahofjiie, "ten", is expressed as in (4) it stands between the two notional terms.

But in (8) neither "ten" nor an element dcnotive of addition is expressed.

Seriaii

A.

B. tauchltociue, tan-chlt-oqui>

C.

D.

Yiimav

6. havik-nitauk
11. hawa-galla
18. hcwak<"--kwii'hli

10. hovak-tialik

23. hooak-malha
1. huwaga-giala

21. emmiii-hawa'ka
13. mae-hewik

'). maik-^awik
19. ua-hoiiki

2. uave-uake
14. nie-khvabgushbaib
20. shahahj^c umai-javic Q=x)
4. shahoque inaga liabick

8. vaike.

The only known example of the Seri numeral " twelve " is that which was ncorded
by Mr Bartlett. He has apparently misapprehended its true ])ronuuciation, for he

wrote tanchl-to-que instead of tanchltakalupie or laiichllakochijue. In his orthography

kahom signifies " two ", but the final -ovi is employed only in serial counting, so thai

kah- is the stem, which is only a variant of AocAin eansl-kocti, "twenty"; and lunclil

signifies "ten".
In the first six examples of the Vumau list the element "ten" is not expressed,

but only some form of the numeral "two", with a suffix denoting "added to,

over, more than " ; in the next three the flexion of addition is prefixed to the element

"two" ; and in the next two, (19) and (2) re.spectively, the clement "two" is imme-
diately preceded by the very abbreviated and perhaps misapprehended forms of the

numeral "ten"; in the next a very questionable form is recorded, for it appears to

be an attempt to form a compound signifying "two times six ", but without accom-

plishing the purpose; yet it nniy be niiswritten for tiio-khoak-eshbe, in which kkoak

is the element "two", with a doubled sign of addition, namely, the prefix uio-,

already exi)lain('d, and the suflix -cshbe, also exiilained above. In the next two the

element denoting "ten" is expressed, with umai-javic and maga habick as the second

part, both meaning "two added". The last (8) vaike is a highly modified and proli-

ably misapprehended form of an earlier havik-isbe, "two added", with a sub-

audition of the numeral "ten".
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Serian

A. fintr-kok

B. eansl-koch

C. kanl^' kook;i;'

D. taul .jiiukl

EK]
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fintf-kso'k

eans'I-scoch

Ttimaii

9. arhap-havik takadiitca tcimpap
23. chepam misuok
2. hoba-iiave.

18. liopachi' liuwiiwi

19. liopadsh-ua'vi

1. hopiitia T\';iva

11. hwawa hoop;!

13. sauhook wauchoopap gislibab

20. shahaliji'ic abah tseunipap

5. sbaj;uka suinpap

10. vava-hopa
21. womas ahopii

flrrian

A.

B.

C.

D.

fintf-kiiituni

eausl-kovat'hom

Yiiman

9. arhap-bavik takailiitca varbabk
14. aselgbakai

18. hcriipf buwawi
11. hwawa ftapa (Gilbert)

23. mesig quiuquedit sol-ehepam

13. sauhook wa sarap

19. serili) uavi
20. shahahjoc ahah saariip

1. therapa wuwriva
10. vava hatabuk
21. womas aseriipa

2. satabe-uave.

Comparative Lists of Serian and Yuman Conceptual Terms

Man

A. ku'ttimm
B. <!ketam

C. ktam

J, I
tarn (ktam)
Ltamiik; ktamuk (pi.)

SERIAN

Woman

A. km.'imm
B. okemam
C. kmam
,-. fkmam
'lkamujik,kamykij(pl.)

People, Indiana

A. ku"-kik
B. komkak
C. komkak
D.
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YUMAN—coutiiiiiud

Man
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"man (boiuo)", ;iu<l thu Cocbinii of Padre Claviyero has lamii, "mau'', anil tlio Lay-
mou, tanui, lammii, or liimmd, "man", and tlicre is seemingly nu absolutely satisfac-

tory method of ascertaining whether the / of Mr Bartlett's delmii, 'man", is genetic

or not. Hut as the Layinon and the Cochimi are apparently cognate dialects, it is

probable that the form rfe/ma of Bartlett's Cochimi and the iamd or idmmd of the

Laymon and the Cochimi of Padre Clavigero are cognate vocables. The part of the
terms which the two dialects have in common is the final and usually accented -md;

in other words, -md is tlie common conceptual element in the vocables delmd and
tamd. This of course rests on the presumption that iamd and delmd are compound
terms, having probably genetic relationship. The following facta may aid in dis-

covering the lexica constituting the elements of the two words in question, and
these, it is seen, are -md, del-, and (o-. In Dr \V. M. Gabl)'s record of Cochimi words,
collected by him in the vicinity of San Borja and SantiiGertrudis al)Out the "center
of the jien insula" of Lower California, tlu! term " Indian" is ro]iresented by muha-li,

and "people" by maha. On the same schedule with the Cochimi Dr Gabb recorded

a vocabulary of the Kiliwee, dwelling 1.50 miles "further nortli " at and near .San

Quentiu. In this dialect, which is Yuman, the word '• Indian" is rendered by kimai,

and "people" by melia-le (preferably mexale'). The apparently genetic accord-

ance between the Kiliwee word for "people" and the Cochimi terms donating
"Indian" and "people" is brought into stronger light by a comparison of the terms
for "warrior"; in the ('ochimi, mach-karai (max'-karai), in the Kiliwee, mahk-pkdiai

(maxk-pkdtai). The unquestioned kinship between these two dialects warrants the
inference that these two compound expressions, denotive of the same thing and
po.s8essiug at least one common I'lemeut, max- <'i' max'-, 'uust accord approximately
at least, in the signification of their hoteromor|)hic constituents.

In the Kiliwee pah-kiile signifii'S "a chief", from e-pa, "Indian", benco"man"
(primitively) and kute for (k)e-lai, "large, great", hence "old", found in such
expressions as sal-kootai, " thumb ", literally "Large finger", and pah-tai, " old", but
literally "old man". So the name for a chief may be rendered freely " the elder

person; the old man (the wise man)". The Cochimi term mack-ka-i', as written by
Dr Gabb, denotes "far", while maeh-i-kang-i-nga means "near". These vocables

m.iy preferably be written thus, mnx'-kae and mux'-kun-U'ia. The ending -iiiti is a
])rivative tlexiou or suffix in Cochimi, forming derivatives with meanings directly

adverse to those of the priraals; so the literal signification of Hia^'-/.aji-i«a is "not
far", hence "near"; but in max'-kae the final -kae is the adjective "large, great",

having here an intensive function signifying aj)proximately "more", while )k«^'- is

evidently a form of the proxinuite pronominative found in the terms "thou" and
"ye" in this group of languages. In the Laymon kahal ka, " Avater large (is)", for a
"sea or stream of water", ka signifies "large, great"; and the Cochimi kUttenyi,

"few, not much ", is literally kdtte- for {k)ctai, "large, great, much, many ", and -iiii

the privative denoting "not". And the Laymon meten, "many, much", is evidently

from m- for ma (a proximate pronominative), eta for thc^ Cochimi etai, "large, great,

much, many", .and the final -;i. Compare Bartlett's modo, "all, todos", and modol-

ii'ti, "many, much". Such are some of the forms of the adjective signifying "great,

large, mucii, many'". There is also in the ('ochimi an in'ensive pa, thai, Hid, which
signifies "very". This explains the presence of the p- so ind in the term maxli-p-

kdtai, the Kiliwo<' for "warrior".
It has thus been shown that a probal>le connection exists between the Cochimi

terms miilia, " people ", and maha-ti, " Indian ", on the one hand, and the max-, infer-

entially signifying " man '' in the Cochimi and Kiliwee names for " warrior", max'-

•In Dr Gabb'a alphabet, an underscored cA occurs, which, he states, sounds "like soft German
'ch' as in 'ich'", and also an underscored/*, which is, he says, " heavily aspirated ". For conveni-

ence the character x lias been substituted lor both these sounds, except that for the former it is

accented thus x'.
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karai and maxk-pkiitai, auil the mexa- ia the Kiliwi^e mexa-le, " people. '', on the other.
The signilicaiR'e of the iuitial ta- in tiimmd {lamd, iammd, tamal, tammaUi) seeuis to
be that of ii definitive pronominative; it is found in the Cochimi of Dr Gabb and in

the Laymon. Dr Gabb recorded in his vocabulary ta-ip, "good", but ta-ip-ena,

"bad", the final -ena being the characteristic Cochimi privative suffix elsewhere
written -mi. So it would seem that the stem is -ip, meaning " good, desirable ''. In
Kiliwee axok (Dr Gabb'a aUok) signifies "flesh, meat ", while axok-m-yiii denotes

"deer", literally "good, desirable meat", in which m-ijai signifies "good, desira-

ble"; it is probably connected with the term ka, "great", and its variants noted
above, and so luay also denote "abundance". Under the word "love" Dr Gabb
has m'jai-i/ip, the free translation of which should read " greatly desirable; abun-
dantly good, well". Thus -ip, or -yip, signifies "desirable, good, pleasing to the
sense"; in Laymon likewise the initial -ta is sometimes wanting, as in uai/p-mang,
"good (is) ", as distinguished from tuhipo-manii, "good (is) ". The final -many ( = ma«)
is a term apparently denoting "to exist, to live", and is possibly cognate with the
md (Kiliwee me) in the words discussed above.

This, it would appear, is the origin of the md in tnmd, "man". The individual
character of the initial ta is suggesfa'd in what has already been .said in reference to

its absence from such vocables as way})-mang and m'gai-ijip, in which the nayp and
the yip are identical with the ip in 1a-\p, '• good ". This term ta appears as the rela-

tive "that" under the form te. It also ai)pear8 as a prefix in the Cochimi and Lay-
mon numeral "one" and in the adjective te-jnnoey, "a few"; also in the adjective

de-muejueg, "all": and again in the peculiar numeral " one", namely (ht-juenidi.

Such appears to be the analysis of the Cochimi and Laymon iamd, " man ". The
form of it recorded by Mr Bartlett, del-md, "man", compared with his de-ma-usti,

"Indian", is seemingly a valid confirmation of the foregoing derivation, because
this I in de-l-md is jirobably identical with the final I or Id in tama-l and tamma-ld,
"man", cited above. In the Cochimi for "water", va-l, its true character is partly
seen; cal oso signifies "river", but \ncaa-pa-l (Gabb's kax-pa-ra), "sea", it becomes
a suffix, the element ^o signifying "much, great", and Dr Gablj's form shows that
in the dialect he recorded its form is ra; again in cul ka, "lake", literally "large
water", it is .a suffix. It appears agaiu in Mr Hartlett's del-mag, "light", as com-
pared with Dr Gabb's ma-ahra {^=maah-ra}, "fire"; it appears evident that the
mag of del-mag and the iiiaah of maah-ra are cognate, so that de-I is here found as a
prefix, as it is in Mr Bartlett's de-l-md, "man". Thus it is that delmd and dema-nsti,

"Indian ", of Mr Bartlett and tamd and tammald of Hervas, Duflot de Mofras, and
Miguel del Barco are cognate.

It accordingly appears that the assumed linguistic relationship between the forms
discussed above and the Seiian ku'tnmm {ktam, tarn), "man", is very improbable,

because there are no evidences nor data indicative that the Serian forms have had a
common linguistic tr.adition with the Cochimi and Kiliwee forms discussed above.

It seems proper, therefore, to reject such assumed relationship between the Yumau
and the Serian vocables in this comparison.

The comparative list of names jjurportiug to signify " woman " in both the Serian

and the Yuman tongues reveals not a single phonetic or lexic accordance that may
even suggest linguistic kinship between the two groups of vocables.

The comparative list of terms purporting to signify "people" and "Indian" in

the Serian aud Yuman groups of languages exhibits, in a manner similar to those

already examined, the same decisive lack of phonetic accordance between the voca-

bles comjiared.

Head

A. aMeht
B. ih'lit

C. ill'it

D.

SERIAN
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Umis, " fcatlicrs " and "hair'' of auimals; and also yia-lfmis, "eyebrow", literally,

"eye hair", and a-limi, " beard", literally, " mouth hair", in which yiii for in « means
"eye" and a for yan, "mouth". In his Mesa (irande vocabulary, Mr Henshaw
recorded h'lta for both "head" and " hair''; in his Hawi Kanoheria vocabulary he
wrote md-whl for "head", and h'lta for "hair''; and lastly, in his Santa Isabella

record lulsta means "hair", hi'i sta-kwarhr is written for "head"' (literally, "hair
skiu", meaning "the scalp"); and iistii-ki'inw is rendered "skull". Thus, h'lta, Ivmis,

and hiUta are terms deuotiuft "hair, fur, skin, feathers, and fish scales". Yet it is

possible that hiistn is a softened and ill-pronounced cognate ut' h'lta. In Corbusier's

Yavapai vocabulary "eyebrow" is written yi(h-kfli-me, and in Dr White's Tonto
word list yii-yiilma, both signifyiug literally "eye hair". It is apparently safe,

therefore, to re;;'ard the element -krh'ine or -ijfilma of these two dialects as coguate
with the IfnuH {I'lmi) noticed above. In his Mohave record Mr Corbusier renders

his entry hhnii; (liimith) by "hair on an animal". Yet in this very dialect he writes

hidho-looVos himif, "eyebrow", literally, "eye hair"; and in the H'taiim or San
Tomasefio by Dr Gabb "beard" is written dh-lamUe, literally, "mouth hair".

"Hair" is written helt'h-yee-moh, seemingly "head hair '', for " tbrehead " is ren-

dered by heVl-iimy, in which helfh- or het'l- seems to be the term denotive of "head";
but in Lieutenant Mowry's Diegueno this term, which is there written heiltar (for

hetltd) signifies "hair". In Ten Kate's Maricopa, "beard" is written ya-uomis, lit-

erally "mouth hair", -loomis being clearly a variant ofhimif, which is but a variant

otli-mith and ot -kel.ime noticed above. In the Santa Isabella, Mr Henshaw wrote
" feathers " li-mith

.

COMI'ARATIVK LIST OF DIEGUESO .\NU OTHER VT.MAX NAMES FOJi " HEAD ", "lIAIl!''

Head Hair

14. ilta khalta
15. hu-lchte-kamo hu-lchsta

16. tenah-cumoh hetltar (^ hetltn)

2-t. hu-ch'lta hu-ch'lmo

24rt. ahii (also " beak, bill ") h'al-ta (= ^al-ta)

17. ho(=xo) h'lemo (=^lemo)

27. h'l-ta (= ,tl-ta) h'l-ta (=;rl-ta)

26. ma-whl hl-ta

h'o (= ^o) (also " beak, bill ")

25. hfistaf hfista

It seems clear, furthermore, that Hid (14) is nu;rely a curtailed example of khalta

(14), for it is clear that this Hid is a cognate with the h'lta (27), the initial /I'-sound

of which, Mr Henshaw says, represents a rough guttural utterance (represented

herein by the character x- I" (-7) of the comparative list h'lta, expre,s8e8 both
"head" and "hair", thus completing the circuit and making ilta cognate with
khalld, since it is plain that h'alta (xalta) of 24a, lilta of 26, and h'l-ta of 27, the

initial sound in each being, as shown above, a rough guttural are related to khalta.

The term hu-ch'lmo (24) is a compound of hii-, "head", and -ch'hno, an evident cog-

nate with the element -gfilma or -kelfme (^ki'lcmh) noticed above, denoting "hair";
hence, the combination signifies "hair of the head". In like manner the H'taiim or

Sau Tomaseuo form (17) h'lemo maj- be explained. In this dialect ho i^X") signifies

"head", and an original holemo (^x^-'^t'S), signifying "hair of the head", became

contracted to the form in question, namely, h'lemo. In the Santa Isabella record of

Mr Henshaw hitsta signifies "hair", but husta-kwar/ir is given for "head'', while

iis-tiik-i'im-o is translated "sknll"; the last expression should have been written

(h)H8tii-k(imd. Under the caption "robe of rabbit skins", h'kwir is found, but under
"skin" in " Parts of the Body" of his schedule, nyakirdt (26) and n'kwvr (25) are

found, both meaning "my skin"; Corbusier's Mohave record has 7iim«'/-Mi«/,»';/ ren-
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dereil "skin of man", but moaning- "skin of the body'', hhiuit signifying "body",
and makwil, "skin". The Mesa Grande term for skin is givan as limis, a vocable
which has already been discussed. So it must be that the foregoing /iH8((f-AiTOri(r

signifies "skin of the liair" or "skin of the head", if hiista is also a synonym for

"head". The final -ih- in the compound in (|uestiou is due to the misapprehension
of the rolled or trilled r-sound with which the term for skin terminates. The element
-kiimo of the vocable (h)iistii-kiim(>, rendered " skull ", is also a factor in the DiegueSo
terms for "head" in numbers (15) and (16) of the comparative list; so that it is

highly probable that these term.s signify "skull" rather than "head". And, lastly,

it is equally probable that the expression (18) knmpaUjit kuwuwu signifies "hair of

the whole head (skull) " rather than "head" only; for the initial kiim- is presump-
tively the cognate of the forms •ohhio/i and -knmO, denoting in the compounds already
noted "skull", while -paii/a signifies "all", and kriift'iwd "hair". There appears
to be a relationship between the terms for "head" and " hair" in (126) oomwhelthe,

"head", (3) amawhach and inowh'l, "hair", .and (26) mtUu'hl, "head". The explanation

of the term hii-lchsta (15), denoting "hair", is probably to be found in its resolution

into hu ix"), "head", and Ichsta for a form of hiisia, "hair", discussed above; the
term signifies, therefore, "hair of the head". In like manner huch'lia (24). rendered
"head" there, seems rather to mean "hair of the head", by its reduction to Ini,

"head", and ch'Ita, for a form of khaUa (=xalta), "hair".
The Serian variants of the term denoting "head", are respectively (A) a''lekt, (B)

ik'JH, and (C) ill'il. These forms certainly have no kinship with the Yuman terms
discussed above; they have a totally alien aspect. The Serian terms for "hair" are

respectively (A) a''Iehl, (B) ina (" feather'" rather than "hair"), (C) ill' it kopt'no, and
(D) oheke, and while the last has an aspect foreign to the other terms classed as

Serian, none of the vocables appear to offer ground upon which to yiredicate relation-

ship between the Yuman and the Serian. For a further explau.ation kH obeke turn to

the discussion of "tooth".

The comparative list of Serian and Yuman names for the " nose " reveals no evidence

of linguistic relationship between the two groups; but an inspectiou of the Ynnian
lists for "head", " hair'', and "nose ", exhibits a close connection between a number
of the names for "head", "nose", and "beak, bill".
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list of dialects has, with a single exception, an entirely different word ; this exception

being the Cochiiui, which independently has another. The Yiinian group, then, has

three radically different words purporting to signify "tooth ".

The Seriau vocable for "tooth" is a compound term, being composed of elements

denoting "mouth"' and ''stone". In the .Seri word-collection of Professor McG(^e

0(<(''«M signifies "mouth"; atia-mox, "lower liji", possibly "down about the mouth":
attahk, "saliva" ("water of the mouth '') ; attahkt, "the chin"; iakops, "upper lip";

attems, "beard"; ata'st, "tooth "; and n's/, "rock, stone". MrBartlett, inhisvocab-
ulary, recorded Hen, "mouth"; ita-mocken, "beard"; and ast, "stone". JI Pinart,

in his Seri word list, wrote A i(en, "mouth"; hita-mokken, "beard"; and hast, "stone".

Lastly, Sr Tenochio wrote Hen, "mouth", and ahste, "stoue", iu ahsleka "large,

high stone, rock". Sr Tenochio also recorded oheke, "hair, down (pelo)". One of

the peculiarities of the sounds represented by the letters m and b is that in many
instances they grade one into the other. There is here, seemingly, a case in point.

The max of Professor McGee, the moeken of Mr Bartlett, the mokken of M. Pinart,

and the obeke of 8r Tenochio appear to be cognates. Snlistituting m for the b in

oheke, omeke results, which is approximately the moj, moeken, mokken cited above.

Hence, hita-mokken aud its congeners, it seems, signify "down of the mouth". In

atiahk, "saliva", the element combining with atti; (for it is plain that the final -n

is dropped in compounding) is 'ahk or 'akh, "water", so that this compound signi-

fies, literally, "water of the month". These analyses sliow that ai/iT'on, ileii, and
hiten, dropping the final »-sound, unite with other elements in the form atte, He, and
kite, respectively. Now, these, in combination with a'st or ast, "stoue", become,

resiJectively, aita'st, Hast, and hitast, the forms of the word for "tooth" recorded by
Professor MoGee, Jlr Bartlett, and M Pinart, in the order given. The Seri name for

"tooth" signifies, then, literally "stone of the mouth" or "stoues of the mouth".
This analysis deuumstrates the lack of relationship between the Serian and Yuman
names for tooth.

The comparative schedules of names for "foot" in the .Seriau aud the Yuman lan-

guages show no accordances of a phonetic character tending to show any genetic

relationship between the two groups compared.
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vuMAN—continued

Arm Hand Fiii(ier(s) Thumb Finijertiai}{s)

9. hivipuk
2a. vuyeboka
21. sal 9. hisalkothaf-

11. (sal)hanOva apa
= "right 14. isalgh

hand"(Reu- 8. isalsicon

12

shawe)
26. satl'

15. selch

24. esaleh

eeseth'I

i'see'I

2'd. esilmok

6. isSlya

8. isale

14. isalgh

17. 8hah(h= ;f)

19. shra

20. eshall
'y. ishalish

16. asshatl

25. h'asatli

I. ginyakpak
II. gueuebi

shawarra
(Peabody)

arowhnr

15. selchpayen 12. esalcbe serap 13. shal-kserap 12. eesalrbe calla

7. hi8ala(Gibbs)24. esalchqnaly- 5. hishaltye- hotcbe
uraas watash 13. meshalkleho

8. isalcusirape 20. ishallcheveta 7. iiieesarlquil-

9. hisalkothar- I ginyakyuqui yoho
apa 25. hasuth-kap- (Mowry)

17. shah atai 15. selchkawaoh
3. 8hawas(Pea- 26. sakl-pltai 14. selkeshau

body)

17. shah(h=^)
19. shiil

2. shala

5. shalkeaeraps

4. eshalish

20. eshallchag-

hpeyiUi

13. meshal
16. assbatl

25. h'asatlkwia-

yfl

6. hathbink
I. ginyak

II. naganua
III. nagannii
IV. naganna

18. selehi'i

19. shelaho
20. shallgloji.

1. siluw'or

2. shalahiio

25. silyawhc'i

17. shabnepool
10. setehiia

11. sitahwoil

5. keshliwo^iish
3. elcawho'p

(Peabody)
4. eshekiohoiisb

24. esalchqualyu-
bow

I. ginyakka
II. geueka

eshaki-shara-

bish

19. shra

5. shalkeseraps

shi'ndish

13. shalkeserap
2. shalagaite=-

"tlinmb"
20. eshallque-

sharap
16. asshatlscarap

25. hasutbkwaii-
inut

meesarl(ini-

thahrapa
(Mowry)

sequaharapa
(Gilibs)

1. ginyakynqui
II. ignimbal

III. ignimbal
IV. inimbal
14. euepul

Prominent among the data set forth to establish an alleged genetic linguistic rela-

tionship between the Seriau and the Yunian tongues h.as been the word "hand" as

represented in the languages in question.

A discriminating examination, however, of the accompanying comparative sched-
ules, comprising the words "arm, hand, finger, thumb, and fingernail," fails to

reveal any evidence that any genetic relationship exists between the languages here
subjected to comparison.

It has been suggested that the relationship is established through the Yuman sal

{shala, isalgh = isalx), "hand", etc., and the Serian name for "wing" as recorded by
M. Pinart, namely, isselka; but Jlr. Bartlett wrote this word iseka without the /, so

this sound may or m.ay not be genetic. But it has not been shown that isselka or

iseha ever signified " hand, arm, finger, thumb, fingernail ", to a Seri. or that it is a
component element in any one of these five terms in the .Serian tongue: and so it is

ajiparently futile, in the absence of historical evidence, to attempt to employ this

term iseka or Isselka, "wing", as an assumed cognate of the Yuman sal, to establish

linguistic relationship between the languages.
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COMPAKATIVE LIST ol' SEUIAN FINGER-NAMES
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YUMAN—continued
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YUMAN—coutiimed

LegBone

7. n'eahsaik (Mowry)
5. shaaks

13. yoosak
8. inyesake

20. ndchashiicq'

10. tiilga

19. ti;iga

6. uauiga
3. namsail
2. kuevata
T. esal-biwa (Gibbs)

11. acbeso (Spanishf)

16. micashsho

An examination of the several names for " bone " in the two groups of terms from

the Seri and the Yuman tongues in the comparative list above reveals no trusts

worthy evideme of linguistic relationship between the two groups.

The same want of agreement between the two groups of terms purjiortiug to

denote "leg" in the Serian and the Yuman languages is manifest in the foregoing

comparative list.

SEUIAN
Btood Bed

17.
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YUMAX—contiuiind

lUood

7. yabwata (Oibbs)

26. kualayfi

4. ehivetch

5. Iii,i;wit8li

L huat
I^'. jueta

IL jued

Bed
7. echalitiata (Gibbs)

26. kalyo
4. hivet

5. ;i;wittcm; gwittem
I. machchuaiig (=ma,i;xiiaiig)

II. mocao
IV. 7iiok,-.

At lirst glance there .seems to be some degree of relation.sUip Ijetween the groups
ofterms signifying "blood '' and 'red " in the .Serian and the Yuman tongues. But a
discriminating examination of the words of the two collated lists seems to lead to the
contrary ccmclusion.

It may be well to note that the difference between the .Serian vocables denoting
"blood" ,ind those signifying "red" is that the latter have a prefixed l;a-oil~e-

sound, in this resembling most other attributive terms in the language. This lea

or i« is probably a pronominative element. The Seri forms of the name for "blood,"
however, have no initial guttural prefix, and, owing to the lack of hi.storical evi-

dence, it is not possible to declare that the 8eri word, as compared with the Yuman
terms, has lost an initial guttural aspirate, which is apparently genetic in the
Y'nman words, as it is present in 27 of the 28 variants of the Diegueuo (14) Ihoat

and Jlohare (fl) ahwat cited in the list. This is emphasized by tlie fact that the
guttural aspir.^te remains unchanged whether the term denotes "blood" or, meta-
jihoriially, "red". The Yuman word ap])arently has no distinctively adjective or
attributive form. This is evidently in direct contrast with the Seri word, in which
the attributive form is initially and terminally ditlerent from the form of the word
employed as the name for "blood". These considerations strongly militate against
the assumed linguistic relationship between the Serian terms denoting, concretely,

"blood", and, metaphorically, "red", on the one hand, and the Yuman vocables of
like signiticati(m on the other.

Yellow (l)7'otrii)

A. mossoli' k()ili">

komassolt (brown)

Green Blacl: Blue
kiipolt kr.iliii'

B.
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Blue

libsoo

kaposhu
li'pasliH

h'paslioii

hupshu
liabPsiiwi

bavrshiivi

iii'mai ; m'liiai cojo-

sliufiia

liabishu

gavesuwe
emelsoo
ahapeshu

These comparative scbedules of color-names denoting "yellow or brown ", " green",

"black, darkness", and "blue", collated from the Serian and the Yumanlaugnages,
exhibit no phonetic accordances which would lie indicative of linguistic kinship

between the two groups nf languages compared.

It may be of some interest to remark here that the only dialect among the large

number comi)ared above that employs the term "sky "for bine is the M'mat(20);
in this dialect m'mdi signifies " sky ", while m'mili or rn'mai-cojoshnnu'i (literally, "sky
color'') denotes "blue".

SElilAN

ise
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YUMAN —continued
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vi'MAX—-continued

irater Die, dead Ifood, trer

1. ah£k, ahiia

2. aha

3. niluwhet; hahaw'l

4. hitche

5. xii

6. akha
rah^

'^- \;ikhha (Gibl)s)

8. ahil

9. aha
10. ahiia

11. ha
12. ahri

13. ha ( = ;ra)

14. akha
15. h'ha

16. ah;Ui

17. ha (=A;a)
18. ahri, ha
19. aha, h:i

20. jii (jT'a)

21. ahil

22. aha
23. aha (=a;i:a)

24. ah'hii

All the Serian words denoting " water" are monosyllabic and terminate with the
t-souud or aspirated guttural x, followed by the breath instant (to which the final

e of Mr Bartlett's orthography is pquivalent). On the other hand, the vocable-s of

the Yuman group of dialects invariably end in a vowel or a double vowel, and, in

24 out of 31 given forms, they are dissyllabic, several being trisyllabic. The Lay-
mon form of the term is evidently the least affected by use, and jointly with the

words numbered 5, 6, 7 (Gibbs), 13, 14, 17, and 23, shows the genetic character of the

terminal vowel in the given words. These ciinsideratipns render it probable that

the apparently radical resemblance of the collated words is fortuitous and not at all

genetic.

In the Serian list of names lor "wood" two difterent words are given, and a third

occurs meaning "tree", perhaps "shrub". This third word, die, is very i)robably

an exotic in the list, and is seemingly of Yuman origin, through its substitution by
a Y'uman-speaking interpreter for the jiroper Seri word. The correct term is prob-

ably contained in the other word given, a/ii«'«/(irt, "firewood" (McGeeJ; n-ld-hoke,

"wood" (Bartlett); akaxx'''i^'"''i "wood", Spanish "letia" (Piuart). The base of

the word is evidently ahlia, a-la, or aka, signifying "wood", while iihJca, Itoke, or

Xx'iikiir, is the attributive, meaning "dead" (compare iloxx^i "fo die", x>"^XX'''t

"dead", kochhe, "dead"). Hence, the componud signifies "dead wood" or "dead
timber", and the correct Seri word for "wood" is very probably a/ita, or aka. In

epiga
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giving the names of tlie time periods M Pinart records an expression that confirms

the fdregoinit analysis. The word in question konehexkuc ixhthax', which signifies

the month in which "se seca el pasto"—i. c., the month "the grass dries, becomes

sere". Now, i\w element, Itexl'in' is evidently identical with xx'"^''"' above, and

this rendering should be " the month the grass dies'". Thus it would seem that the

term ehe. not being a native Seri word, does not serve to establish relationship with

the Yuman.
The compared list of the (Scrian and the Yuman vocables purporting to denote

"die, dead", show no tokens of relationship.

Sly (the liearen-i)

fa-me m-ma
|a-m<'m-nia Icwu-i'k-pok

ia-mem-ma kuiu-un-k wet-na = "hori- ikuthla = " i'o

Hain {cloud)

kh6pka— " rain " ; okiJi'ta = " cloud '

zon '

B. a-mi-mc

C. amimme ="sk.v, heaven"

I), amuiime

ip'kakaokuk = " heavy rain "( ?)

fhipka^^" rain, shower"
S'oiipka =^ " it is raining"
lokala kj;uanom ^ " it is cloudy "

fipka="rain"
I
okaxla = " cloud "

21.
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While the seeming resemblance between the Yuman terms for "sky, heaven",
and the Serian vocables of the same meaning is more apparent than real, yet tlie

kinship of the Seri with the Yuman grouji of languages has been conjectured upon
data of which this merely fortuitous similarity was made a factor.

The derivation of the characteristic Yuman term amai, the variants of which con-

stitute, with the exception of three vocables, the entire list here compared, is evi-

dently from the stem of the Mohave amtiil, "above, on toi)", ainaik, "higher", the
Yavapai midi:i, "up", and also the Yuma (Bennett's MS.), amiki, "over". In the
number-names, such as those for "eleven" and "twelve", this vocable becomes
mail: and maga in Maricopa, in Bartlett's Coco-Maricopa, and in Cochimi, and maike
in Hummockhave, amike in Yuma (Bennett's MS.), umaUja and umai in Jl'mat, amaik
in Mohave (Gibbs), mae in Kurchan, amaikiji Kutchan fEnglehardt), emmia in Santa
Catalina ; in all the number-names in which these variants occur they have a single

meaning, namely, "above, over, on top, added to, pins". Thus it is evident that
the Yuman variants of amai, "sky, the heavens", are cognate with the auxiliaries

or flexions of number-names cited above. Hence, originally the Yuman concept of
the "' sky " was " the place above, the higher place, or the place on top ".

The derivation of the Seri vocable amime or amemma, "sky, the heavens", while
bearing only a fortuitous resemblance to the Yuman terms noted above, is not trace-

able from the meager material at present accessible. Strictly speaking, the extent
of the phonetic similarity between the Y'uman and the Seri vocable is the possession

of an wi-sound in the first syllable, which is evidently the dominant one in the

Yuman terms. On the other hand, the Serian vocable has two syllables dominated
by the m-souud, and the foregoing explanation of the derivation of the Yuman voca-

ble, if correct, as it seems to be, does not supply any means for explaining this

duality of syllables dominated by an m-sound in the Serian term. For unlike the
Yuman dialects of the pre.sent the Seri tongue does not duplicate the stem of a word
or any part thereoffor any purpose whatsoever (though in the past the Seri may or may
not have had the duplicative process, for a language can not only do what it is accus-

tomed to do, but may at all times acrjuire new habits). So it would seem that with-
out historical evidence to support it this comparison in invalid as an indication of
linguistic kinship between the vocables compared, and its evidence regarding the

conjectured relationship of the two gronps of languages is negative.
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YUMAN—coutiuued

Sun

'lunya (Uibljs)

8. anya
9. anya

10. inyaa

11. iiya (Gilbert)

12. m'yatclie

13. huya; huya !

14. inyu
1.5. n'ya

16. enyah
17. nya
18. nyil

19. uyilvi; nya
20. nya
21. n'ya

22. enya
23. enai

24. eiiu'yachipai>

Moon

fhuala
"Iballa (Gibbs)

balya
halya
liaM a
hla (Gilbert)

Uuth'lya; bullyar

halla

kbilsbia

hulcbya
hutl'yah

h'kla

hala
'lawe; 'la

jeliri

hrillil

bala

bala

belchbya

Fire

faUowwa
laiiuwa (Gibbs)

chiwaswe
ailuwa

tuga
otoga (Gilbert)

aawo

ow
aua
aiou
quu
niatuanap
ooh
6o
aau
a^; itshi:

obii

aau

a^oii

Earth

famata
lam-ma-ta (Gibbs)

a-i

amat;
mat

tciuma

omut
amutU (Bennett;

a-mfi-ta

mat
mut
mut
mot
mat; am^t; miite

' coals

'

amat; mata
h'mat
mat

omot

umat

Tbe comparative schedules of the Serian names for " sun " and '
' moon " exhibit no

jibonetic evidence of genetic relationship with the collated lists of Yumau vocables

of like import.

Between the Seriau names for "fire" and tbe Vuman terms of like import there is

no phonetic accordance indicative of glottologic kinship.

It has been supposed, and not without a measure of possibility, that a radical

relationship exists between the Serian and the Yuman words denoting " earth ". The
supposition rests on the approximate phonetic accordance of two consonants occur-

ring in these terms, quite regardless of the vowel sounds that render them intelli-

gible. The four Seri authorities are in close accord in not hearing and recording a
vowel sound between the m and the following (. This final / is apparently explosive,

indicated by Mr Bartlett with a jjrefixed apostrophe and by Sr Tenochio with an e,

whose final position would make it faint. The initial h of the record of M Pinart is

very probably due to the Yuman-speaking interpreter. Now, in the 26 forms of tbe
Yuman word here collated the vowel intervening between the m and t of the Yumau
vocable is strong and characteristic, and in 11 instances it is accented. While tbe
Seri forms are monosyllables, 17 of the 28 Yuman examples are dissyllabic and 3

are trisyllables. Tbe Cocopa muat indicates the persistency of the medial vowel.
These difterences, admittedly but poorly indicated by the faulty alphabets employed
by the several word collectors, are important and siguiticant; were the several terms
here compared faithfully recorded as spoken, by means of a discriminative phonetic
alphabet, it seems probable that these literal accordances, in view of the marked
differences noted above, would disappear. So in the absence of historical evidence
of the genetic relationship of the Serian and the Yuman words denoting "earth", it

seems best to regard this literal accordance as fortuitous rather than real or genetic.

Dog

SERIAX

Coyote

A.
B. achks
C. ax'sh

D.
vootth
boot

TToIf

ha8hoki?vlch. = "red hasho''

^'ekkos
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"l>ositivo affinities" uot one has any pliDuetic accordance with the term with which
it is compared. This, it would seem, sliould have sutticed to eliminate the Wai'curi

irom the Ynmnn .stock. Pending further research, this language should stand

independently.
Of the conjectured glottologic kinship of the Seri to the Yuman stock Dr Briuton

says: ' "The relationship of the dialect to the Yuman stock is evident." Yet out of

twenty-one terms which he chose to exhihit the grounds of his faith only sis (tho.se

for "tongue", "eye", "head", "water", "man", and "teeth") show any definite

phonetic resemblance. This number, however, can certainly bo reduced by carel'ul

scrutiny. Thus, ho cites the Laymou and Cochimi tam/t as a cognate of the Seri

ekeiam. The Laymon and Cochimi term, it nnist be remembered, does not occur in

this form in a single other tongno admittedly Yuman. Now, before this vague
resemblance can establish relationship it must first be shown that the terms compared
have a common linguistic tradition and that a form of tamd is or has been an element
common to the other dialects of the Yuman group. But an analysis of the Cochimi
term shows no trustworthy ground for considering these terms related. So this

certainly reduces the number of conjectured accordances to five.

Comparison is made by DrBrintou between the Serian ata'st (Hast, hitast), " tooth"
and "teeth" (collectively), and the vocable eliiloh (Lieutenant Bergland's)," tooth",

variants of which are common to only three of the twenty-odd Y'uman dialects. He
made this comparison evidently under the impression that the first part of the Seri

term ata'st (Hast, hitast) signifies "tooth". But such is not the fact. The first part

of this Seri vocable signifies "mouth" (as may be seen in the discussion of the com-
parative list of names for "tooth") and the latter part "stone". The term (/as(,

"tooth", is, therefore, literally "stone of the mouth". This is certainly not the

signification of the Yuman terms, and so the comparison is invalid, and the number
of apparent accordances is reduced to four. By some oversight it seems Dr Brinton
omitted from this comparison the Cochimi hastaii, "tooth"; but this collocation has

been made by others. Now, this term liaslaii belongs exclusively to the Cochimi
dialect, and before becoming a means of coiiij)arison would have to be shown to be a

vocable common to the body of Y'uman terms having a common linguistic tradition,

which has not been done. Moreover, the phonetic obstacles barring a way to a
fruitful comparison of this term with the Serian are quite insuperable—the assumed
loss of the first half of the Seri term, the acquirement by the Cochimi of the initial

/( sound and of the final accented syllables -ad, or the converse process. This, it

seems safe to say, renders this comparison likewise invalid.

The Seri term intlash, "hand", has certainly no phonetic accordance with the

peculiar Y'uman israhl, which is from the Y'uma or Kutchau record of Lieutenant Eric

Bergland, nor, indeed, has it any accordance with any other Y'uman term for hand.

The presence of the r sound in it siiijplies the peculiar feature of the term; but it

may be used only to lengthen the following vowel (though this is only an assump-
tion). This form is peculiar because there is none like it in al)out thirty Y'linia

vocabularies, representing about twenty dialects, in the archives of the Bureau of

American Kthnology. A careful inspection of the comparative list of the Seri and
the Y'uniau names for "arm", "hand", "finger", "thumb", and "fingernail" will

demonstrate the utter futility of the comparison under consideration, for there is no
accordance between the Seri and the Y'uman terms.

Elsewhere herein, in discussing the terms for "head" and "hair", "eye", "tongue",
and "water", it is shown that there is no apparent linguistic relationship between
the Serian terms on the one hand and the Yuman on the other, and those explana-

tions dissipate entirely the suspected accordances of Dr Brinton.

1 Loc. cit.


